Lighting for Photos and Videos

Photographic composition techniques are used to set up the
elements of a picture. The goal is to capture eye-catching
images.
If you Google photographic composition fundamentals or
techniques, or tricks you can get lists of anywhere from eight to
twenty-five things. I’m going to keep things simple and at a more
beginner level.
In doing the research and organization for this column, I
relearned quite a few things. Next year’s photos and video clips
for my video will be better! Let’s start with lighting!

Lighting for Village Videos, or Lights, Camera,
Action!
Remember, people like to see the detail in a vignette. If it’s
animation we’re showing in the video, people like to see the train
or the amusement ride or the little people in motion.
If we photograph or video in low light conditions, what happens
to the detail?
Everybody – and I mean everybody – thinks their village looks
fantastic at night with all the village lights on. Yes, it does! – But
only in person!!

The average displayer just doesn’t photograph or video well
under low light conditions. If you have a special camera and the
talent to manage low light conditions, more power to you. But
most of us won’t have the equipment and skills for this.
In a dark environment lights dominate and details disappear. You
will get about 30 seconds of oohs and aahs for the lights, and
then your viewer is searching and yearning for detail, a vignette
story or animation.

So, let’s brighten up the scene.
I’ve made this mistake trying to light up the scene – using the
flash on my camera! Now all of sudden, you have too much light,
the wrong kind of light. You’ll get a washed out look that no
amount of later photo editing can fix. Here is what that looks like.
Keep the flash off, please!

Another example of too much light is lighted snow, the kind used
in some commercial snow blankets. I’ve seen village displays
where strings of lights were placed under the snow. They look
great in person, but they confound and overwhelm the camera’s
sensors (especially when videoing).

If you want to illuminate a ski slope or sledding hill, the lights
under snow may work. But, illuminating the snow in your village
will obscure details, take the viewer’s eye away from the
buildings and the vignettes.
If you shoot your photos and videos during daylight, your room
may have a decent amount of diffuse light. The best source is
overhead lighting, like the lights over a pool table.
Here is our goal – soft lighting. The diagram below describes
the four types of lighting as Hard (has shadows), Specular,
Diffused, and Soft (almost no shadow). You can watch the total
description of the difference at “What is Hard Light, Soft Light and
Diffused light?”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2y-XA_aAYE
From the YouTube video: “The difference between hard light and
soft light is pretty simple. The answer doesn’t lie in the light but
in the shadows. When the shadows are sharp and clear-cut, the
light is said to be a hard light. When the shadows are blurry, the
light is said to be a soft light.”

Bring extra lamps or any other light source into the room,
to brighten your shadows and decrease the contrast that might
confuse your camera. The use of softboxes is how professional
photographers diffuse light and eliminate shadows.

Oh gee, this is starting to sound expensive! Here is a very
inexpensive way to surround your small village scene with diffuse
lighting. These lamps cost $5.87 each at Walmart (roughly the
cost of a Lemax figurine). Two or three placed nearby and around
your scene will illuminate the area and eliminate shadows. I own
three and usually two will get the job done.

You can learn a lot more about lighting at Lighting 101: A Quick
Guide for Lighting Film.
https://www.premiumbeat.com/blog/basic-light-placements/
And here is a YouTube DIY video for making your own three-point
lighting kit at home:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Z_pcgfmTrI.
There are village video makers of whose lighting I am envious.
The first I noticed on YouTube was marvpat74. A good example
of this lighting is “Helen’s Christmas Village 2013”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDYgLQCSwgQ.
I asked marvpat74 how they got their lighting and the answer
was, “I have three overhead incandescent lights which require me
to correct the white balance in Photoshop. I use no flash. Each
shot is a time exposure on a tripod. I try to shoot from a close
position at a low angle. The camera is a Nikon D90.”
Another excellent YouTube video example of diffuse lighting is
“Christmas Village 2018” by bosmailman:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4poobPVQEtM&t=122s. He
hasn’t revealed to me his secrets.
A second great source of diffuse lighting is artwork lighting, the
kind you see above paintings hung on walls. Usually this lighting

is rather expensive, but here is one that costs $15.87 (less than
the cost of a Dept 56 figurine) at Walmart. This lighting works
well if your village display has little depth.

A village video maker named Madastiville uses artwork lighting
above his wide but not deep village displays. Watch the video
“Madastiville A Christmas Façade 2020”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_8n3OwHv9o.
If you watch any of the Epic Christmas Village videos produced by
TheBigCrabCake, one of the “kings” of village videos, you can tell
he has a great source of overhead diffuse lighting to brighten up
the scene.
Yes, use lots of diffuse lighting on your village, and then turn on
all of your village’s lights.
Here is an exception to the lighting rule, from a villager who has
the camera, video editing software, computerized light control,
and years of experience to entertain us with lighting. You will
strain to see some detail but the light show is the entertainer
here. Please watch “WorldofColor” by Don Wolford:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSEeX_81Hgo.

In my next column on The Village Collector, we’ll cover more
fundamentals of photo and video composition.
Questions, comments and/or suggestions are always welcome. I’ll
do my best! You can contact me at: jpetersgolfpro@gmail.com,
419 Washington Avenue, Newport, KY 41071.

